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ABSTRACT 
Given a 2k component (column) vector z=(x’,y’)‘, r’=(x,,...,xk), Y’= 
(Y 1,. . . , yk), having a 2 k variate multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 
zero, and an unknown 2 k X 2 k positive definite correlation matrix c , Shafer and 
Olkin(1983)conjecturethat P(x,~)=P{lx,l<~,...,Ix,l<c,Iy~l<~,...,Iykl<~}is 
minimized when C has a certain pattern. This conjecture is proved to be correct. A 
known inequality is generalized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x, y be two k component vectors such that (x’, y’)’ has a 2k variate 
normal distribution with mean vector zero, and 2k x 2k correlation matrix 
(1) 
where Jk is a column vector of k unities. Then Shafer and Olkin [2] prove 
that P(x, y) is minimized when all the correlations in R equal b. Assuming 
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where 
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(I llij = 1, i = j, allij = 0ii, i # j, alzij = 0, i = j, 
alzij = e;i, i z j, azzij = 1, i = j, a22ij = e&j, i z j, 
they conjecture that P( x, y ) is minimized when 6;i = e;i = e;i = $ for all i, j, 
i # j. 
The proof that the conjecture is correct is indeed implicit in their paper, 
and we make an explicit statement of this implicit statement. 
Some known results from advanced calculus are stated in the next section, 
and Section 3 proves the correctness of the conjecture. Sometimes the same 
symbol denotes different quantities; however, its meaning is made explicit in 
the context. 
2. SOME KNOWN RESULTS 
The theory of vanishing Jacobians and the theory of singular Jacobian 
matrices establish certain optimal relationships, known as functional depen- 
dence relationships, between various functions. In the simplest case, useful in 
our context, of the vanishing Jacobian theory, we have n functions +i, . . . , &, 
of n variables each, and it is required to find a critical point of +i, subject to 
the conditions 
+i(Y l>.*.>Yn)=ai> i=2 1***> n, (3) 
where a,,..., a, are known constants. From (3) note that we have only one 
independent variable, say y,, and hence the first order necessary conditions 
are 
On eliminating n - 1 quantities dy,/dy,, . . . , dy”/dy, from (4), we find the 
eliminant Jacobian to be 
(5) 
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Thus a solution y0 of (5) and (3) is a critical point of Go. Now the second 
order sufficient conditions are obtained as follows, (see e.g., [3, pp. 178-1921). 
We note that 
d%, -= f: 
a2+, dy. dy. n acp d2yi 
dy; 
_____L’+ c I.--.- 
i, j = 1 ‘Yi ayj &I &I j-2 aYj dyf? ’ (6) 
which for convenience we write as 
d2+, n a+, d2Yj 
-=A,+ c -- 
dd’ j=2 aYj dyf ’ 
where 
(7) 
A,= f: ~ 
a”$, &i dyj 
i j=l ayj ayj dy, dy, ’ 
Similarly from (3), we observe that 
A, + i 3 d2Yj - = 0, 
’ j=2 aYj dyf! 
k=l,...,n. (8) 
i=2 ,...,n. (9) 
On eliminating a2yj/ayf, j = 2,. . . , n, from (6) and (9) we obtain a”$,/ay,” 
to be 
A, 2 . . . 2 
2 ” 
h”& & 
aY2 ... ay, 
a+2 a+, 
ay, ... h, 
(10) 
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We first note that the numerator of (10) is fixed, and hence once the sign 
of the numerator is determined, the sign of a2+,/ayF is determined only by 
the denominator of (10). This denominator is the cofactor, which we assume 
not to vanish, of @r/6’yi in (5). 
The critical point y, establishes an optimal relationship between the 
functions +r, .. . , (p, in the following sense. Let +r( ya) = a,, and consider the 
following optimization problem, known as inverse programming in mathe- 
matical programming terminology: 
Optimize &( y ), 01) 
subject to the conditions 
Gj(Y)=aj> j=l ,***> n, j#i. (12) 
This problem also has a solution y = ye. The nature of the optimum of (11) is 
determined by the sign of 82+j/8yF. This sign is the sign of the cofactor of 
‘+j/aYl in (5). 
In case we have less than rr functions of n variables, we may use the 
theory of singular Jacobian matrices, or Lagrange multiplier theory. 
3. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE 
First consider the case k = 2. In this case 
and 
and we wish to optimize 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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subject to (14). The result (5) now yields 
i.e., 
(17) 
Now (Y = E is indeed a solution of (17) and hence from (14) (Y = (Y = &. Under 
normality conditions, Shafer and Olkin [2] prove that the optimum of (15) is a 
minimum. Thus they prove that the numerator of (10) in this case is positive. 
Note that (17) implies that C#Q is symmetric in (Y and iI, i.e., (Y and (Y are 
exchangeable variates. Further, (17) also says that P{O < xi < c, 0 < xs < c, 
0 -C y, < c, 0 < y, < c }, being symmetric in (Y and 1y, is also optimized at 
(T$, f). Thus the symmetric region { [xl1 < c, ]xs] < c, ]yi] -C c, ]ys] < c} about 
the origin assumed by Shafer and Olkin [2] is not required. Distributional 
assumptions are required only to determine the nature of the optimum. 
Further, (17) and (14) imply that the pattern 
08) 
is a necessary condition for (15) to be optimized. On the other hand, if (18) is 
satisfied, then necessarily (15) is optimized, and hence (18) also provides a 
sufficient condition. Thus if 13,~ = @is = 0, = 4, then P(x, y), with normality 
assumption, will be minimized. This proves the correctness of conjecture for 
k=2. For k=l, we know that P{O<x,<c, O<x,<c} or P{]xi] CC, 
]~a] < c}, where E(x,) = E(x,) = 0 and V(x,) = V(x,) = 1, and cov(x,, x2) = 
p > 0, is minimized when p = 0, provided (xi, xs)’ has a bivariate normal 
distribution. In fact a more general result is known. If a p component vector 
x has a p variate normal distribution with E(x) = 0 and a correlation matrix 
R, then P{O<x,<c,..., 0 < x,, < c } is minimized when all the correlations 
in R equal zero, where we assume that all correlations in R are positive. 
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The proof for arbitrary k follows on similar lines. We prove the result by 
induction and by using singular Jacobian matrix theory. Here we optimize 
subject to the k(k - 1)/2 conditions 
Gk(k-1)/2=~kplk+~k-lk- - 1. (20) 
In all we have k(k - 1)/2 + 1 functions of k( k - 1) variables 
- 
(Y12,...,(Yk_lk,...,(Y12,..., Ek-lka 
We know the result is true for k = 1, k = 2. We assume the result to be 
true for k - 1 and prove the result to be true for k. This means we must prove 
that 
= p{ lXkl < c, ($.I < cl,xll < c~..*, Irk-l! < ’ 
Iy1l<ct bk-ll<+ (21) 
subject to the k - 1 conditions 
$Q = (Ylk + a,, = 1, 
‘$2 = (Y2k + ii& = 1, 
+k_l=ak-lk+ak-lk= 1, (22) 
is optimized at alk = ‘Yik = . . . = a,_ 1 k = f . Here we have k functions of 
2(k - 1) variables each. Thus at the critical point the 2(k - 1)X k Jacobian 
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matrix of these functions is singular, i.e., every k order minor of this Jacobian 
vanishes. If the condition cxlk = Elk = . . . = Ek_ 1 k = & is satisfied, then it is 
easily verified that every k order minor of this Jacobian vanishes. Hence for 
all the correlations of R in (1) to equal + is a necessary condition. If this 
condition is satisfied, then the abovementioned Jacobian is a singular Jacobian. 
Thus if 0i{ = l9ii = 132 = h, then all the correlations in R of (1) equal i, and 
P(x, y) is minimized. This proves Shafer and Olkin’s [2] conjecture. 
Incidentally, we remark that several probability inequalities which are 
proved for symmetric regions for a multivariate normal distribution also hold 
for arbitrary regions, provided we make certain assumptions for such regions 
and appropriate assumptions on the covariance structure. 
Now by using Shafer and Olkin’s result [2, Theorem 2, p. 6761 and 
Anderson’s [l] well-known inequality, we state, without proof, the following 
extension of Anderson’s [l] inequality. The extension given here has several 
applications in proving monotonicity properties of several likelihood ratio 
tests in multivariate normal statistical analysis. 
Let E be a convex set symmetric about the origin, and let x be a random 
p component vector having a p variate normal distribution with mean vector 
p and a correlation matrix Z, with all positive correlations, Then it holds that 
p,” @ ‘12exp( -+(x-kp)‘Zp’(x-kp)} dx (23) 
is minimized when k = 0 and Z = I, where 
k = diag(k,, k, ,..., k,), 0 Q ki Q 1. 
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